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Programme – slot 1: 13h – 14h40

Part 1 – Framework
1. Welcome Katrien Verwimp, FaStGO Project leader (5’)
2. Framing the FaStGO project Henrik Dam, DG Ener (10’)
3. FASTGO project outline Katrien Verwimp, FaStGO Project leader (10’)

Part 2 – Upgrading the GO market statistics
4. Design specifications for GO market statistics
   a. Market survey results Adam White (RECS International) (10’)
   b. Improvement opportunities and recommendations Markus Klimscheffskij (Gaia Consulting) (10’)
   c. Reflections on feasibility for Issuing bodies Liesbeth Switten (AIB) (10’)
   d. Q&A

Part 3 – Residual Mix
5. Residual mix for non-electrical energy carriers Markus Klimscheffskij (Gaia Consulting) (15’)
   Q&A

Break (reconvene at 14h55)
Programme – slot 2: 14h55 – 16h00 CET

Part 4 – Future proofing the IT framework for GOs

6. IT systems for cross border transfer of guarantees of origin
   a. Vision on IT infrastructure Q&A
      Phil Moody (AIB) (15’)
   b. Data transfer protocol + High level system design specifications Q&A
      Marko Lehtovaara (Greixl Systems) (15’)

7. Wrap up and close
   Katrien Verwimp (FaStGO Project Leader)
Practicalities

- Hand-outs: programme, technical support and netiquette
- How to ask questions to speakers:
  - Type in the toolbox ‘Questions’: [Subject] + your question
  - If question not addressed in Q&A, check written answer in toolbox ‘Questions’
  - If question still not addressed after webinar: fastgo@aib-net.org
- Need assistance during webinar? Andrea, Susanna and Margherita are helping you with your private question in toolbox ‘Questions’ or at fastgo@aib-net.org
- Slides and recording will be shared afterwards

Who is here?

Background of the 151 individuals who registered for this webinar
Welcoming your feedback

1. What should the CEN process on revising EN16325 take away from the topics presented today?

2. General message to the FaStGO project team?

>> in chatbox now
>> to fastgo@aib-net.org
Enjoy the journey!
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